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A USA Today best seller - Deception, book three of five in Aleatha Romig's Infidelity series.
"Infidelity - it isn't what you think." It all began in Del Mar, a chance meeting with a single rule: one
week only. Or did it? Lennox "Nox" Demetri and Alexandria "Charli" Collins had every intention of
following their agreement, but rules are made to be broken. In Cunning, they were reunited, with
Nox setting down new rules for the game and Charli having no choice but to follow them. Now, once
again, the game has changed. Nox and Charli's hot, sensual encounter has grown into something
more, but it is threatened by secrets and regrets. Is it their love and intense sexual chemistry that's
pushing them together or something darker, a puppet master behind the scenes pulling the strings
on their love affair? Shadowy villains lurk around each corner, and everyone is suspect as Nox's
and Charli's pasts collide with the present and threaten to compel them back to their predestined
fates. Can deals brokered in the past be negated by something as pure as love and as steamy as
the attraction shared by Nox and Charli? Or was it all a deception - starting with that very first
meeting? From New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Aleatha Romig comes a sexy
new dominant hero who knows what he wants and a strong-willed heroine who has plans of her
own. With classic Aleatha Romig twists and turns, the depth of this epic romantic suspense series
continues to reach new levels as past and present intertwine. The Infidelity series will have listeners
swooning one minute and screaming the next. Have you been Aleatha'd?
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I thought this was the best book of the series so far in that there was more plot action vs. an
overabundance of background being laid down. You are definitely getting a full book this time.The
lame cliffie from the end of the last book resolved itself exactly as I expected, so there was never
any real relationship tension between Charlie and Nox - not that there needed to be, but the I think
that there was an underlying intent to keep some tension in their relationship. Some of the long sex
scenes were repetitive in nature, adding no new dimension to their relationship, so I skimmed
through about half of them. This author has proven herself skilled at giving the reader "just enough"
in many of her other reads and I hope this moderates in the next book.I like that the author gave
Adelaide a voice - it has provided a lot of understanding to the underlying plot, and in fact, is the
best part of the book as she tries to gain control of her situation. I felt similarly about Oren's POV. I
actually enjoyed Adelaide and Oren more than Charli and Nox. Bryce's role was lessened in this
book, but I expect he'll return more strongly in the next installment.I will definitely read the next one.
If you were iffy after reading the last one, give this a try - it's definitely moving strongly in a great
direction.

Let me says first of all that I am disappointed by two things: First, that Aleatha Romig is classified
and her books are classified as "romance." While there are certainly heatwarming love and hot
scenes in the series, to pigeonhole these novels into one category is doing a disservice both to the
series and to readers, like myself, who aren't necessarily fans of the romance genre.I would
describe this series as a saga. It spans generations, each gripping, engrossing, and leaving the
reader anxious to know what is going to happen next, and what else can be learned about the
character's histories. I was a bit shellshocked to move from one viewpoint to the next, but only
because I had become so involved in the one before. It's obvious that much thought was put into
each character's backstory and the tangled web they were all complacent in weaving.The mystery
of what really happened is what keeps me so fascinated with, and compulsively reading, these
books. They really deserve to reach a wider audience than those who stick to the romance
genre.It's hard to say much about the plot without spoiling something for new readers, but this
series has been getting better and more intriguing and un-put-down-able with each book.I love that
I'm this far into the series and still know that I haven't figured out every secret and upcoming twist.
I'm sure there are clues that I've missed, and that's what makes this series so re-readable as you
wait for the next installment. I love that I am able to come up with theories in my head while I wait to
find out the truth.If you've you started this series and are wondering whether to continue: DO! You
won't regret it. If you happened to come across this book in some other way, start at book one and

be prepared for a great reading experience!

Being AleathaÃ¢Â€Â™d is pure angst with a top of bliss. ARÃ¢Â€Â™s writing is amazing.
IÃ¢Â€Â™m not going to say much about the plot because I donÃ¢Â€Â™t want to give anything
away. This story is filled with intricate details and clues that will make your head spin. I was so
stunned by the cliffhanger that I vowed to not read #4 until #5 was released. But after IÃ¢Â€Â™ve
had time to recover, I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait until Sept 13, 2016. Who needs summer? I knowÃ¢Â€Â¦
Nox. Is. Going. To. Loose. His. Ish. OMG! This series is beyond. Read it!Four StarsNatashaOk,
listen. I hate Aleatha as much as I love her. This book dragged a bit in the beginning, but once I got
into it, it was over. And what an ending!! I canÃ¢Â€Â™t go too much into detail without giving up the
story, but I CANNOT WAIT!! to see what Nox does next. His love for Charli is protective, obsessive,
all-consuming, and supportive all at the same time. In true Aleatha fashion, this plot continues to get
thicker and more intricate. This is an amazing series! A must read!!4 starsJasmine

I just want to say that after reading the Consequences series and now 3 installments of the
Infedelity series.... Aleatha Romig can do no wrong in my book. This story is just crazy and I do
Love it when she throws her curve balls. Just when you think the story is going to go one way
BOOM everything changes. If you don't have her books as an instant 1 click then you're missing
out. So happy I stumbled upon this author a few years ago. Love her and her books.

I love you, yet I dislike you immensely, upon finishing this book. You have a knack for finding the
best(worst) spot, to end a book. I'm in awe of the tale of Charli and Nox. I HATE Alton. September
can't come fast enough, though I won't wish away the summer. Thank you.
Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•Ã¢Â•Â¤Ã¯Â¸Â•

These are good books but now comes the bad part we have to wait and I do mean wait for the next
in the series all the way to September. I am not good at waiting ! Oh well ! Charli and Nox sure have
very dramatic lives. Up down up down all ways one problem after another and now we have to wait
and see if the bad guys don't get to tear them apart. So enjoy the read they are good reads ! !

I think i will have to re read the book, i found myself skipping pages and never quite got into the
story in this book.I have no "must read the next book now" feeling because of The cliff hanger and
think this an overused tool now a days. The suspense seemed lacking, and the female character for

all of her supposed intelligence also seems lacking, hence my need to re read on another day as
the author can grab your attention quickly and hold it, suspense fully concluding her books . I'll still
follow the series to conclusion but at the moment rate this as an average, quick read, if you can go 5
books for a series. I wonder if a trilogy would have brought out the authors usual succinct plot plans,
but we were fairly warned it was 5 books. A new author with a second series, it must be hard to live
up to the expectations set by their own work, still worth following .
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